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"Tomorrow is the most important thing in life. Comes into us at midnight very clean.
It's perfect when it arrives and it puts itself in our hands. It hopes we've learned something
from yesterday."  John Wayne

Unless some big change occurs, we are entering a threshold where the Boy Scouts
may sink into oblivion, with the lessons of “a yesterday” to be only found by look-
ing at old videos or at some proverbial old book. The future will speak of them as
something that once existed, due to their demise, a demise which began circa the
new millennium; in fact, to be precise, we do not mean AD 2000.  In AD 2000, the
BSA was actually still declared exempt by the U.S. Supreme Court from state anti-
discrimination laws that forced organizations to admit homosexuals.  The U.S. Su-
preme Court ruled in favor of the Boy Scouts, after Scout leaders found an assistant
Scoutmaster to be homosexual, and terminated him.  A few years after the start of
the millennium, however, the demise of the BSA garnished speed, and it seemed, as
the BSA followed popular culture, a steady decline of membership tracked across
the landscape of life.

A gorgeous world can be had of a future, one brimming with human interaction
and social contact...unless, the currents of a Modern Age filled with attacks upon
the morals of youths of the BSA, do not cease.  In our day and age, Boy Scouts were
harbored with merciless abandonment, as those in line with atheism undertook to
change the basic principles of Scouting.

As related in this ebook, there appeared people whose sole purpose was to un-
dermine and destroy the Boy Scouts because they refused to allow Gays into the
organization.  From circa 2008, the Boy Scouts of America have been allowed to
wallow in a mire of discontent and disharmony while the compassion element of
Scouting reached an alarming state of confusion.  Those who form the contempo-
rary youth of Boy and Girl Scouting are the ones who are really paying the price.

God and Country
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A Boy Scout, as far back as I can remember, promised to do their best, to help
others, and follow the values of the Scout Oath, promising to be loyal to honor God
and country.  Against a whispering ocean, social interaction whipped an uncharted
tsunami that not even the bravest scouts with the best compass could withstand.
And, it is coming to something worse, unless the principles of God returns.  Missing
upon a future–will be this unthinkable admonition–the world of humanity will think
of the Boy and Girl Scouts as something from the past...because in 30 years, what
they really stood for, will cease.

Those Scouts of the older generation do not see this, yet, or those that do, are
too feeble.  But, those in line with atheism have always felt a loathe for the Scouts
and their values and their Scout promises.

However, what if there is no principle of a God other than just as a token term?
Was it and is it okay to replace the 100-year old idea of holding God in high

esteem with something amorphous? with the simple “love function” of an atheist;
who think the principle of a God is phooey and non-existent–they are the ones
harboring for changes.  Modern Scouts that do interact with people will still find
meaning in their “actions” nevertheless, those values of the Scout Oath are being
taken down with the charade that “Oh, the Boy Scouts are the same.”  Take away
that Oath, and they are not the same.

Homosexual agendas obliterate the Scout Oath.  A whirlwind of connecting topics
flew through the  air in the early 2000s–Free Will–Justice–New norms vs Old norms–
New conduct of city officials–the Scout Oath.  It has been a decade and a half since
the pro-homosexual agendas arose to the forefront of politics and judicial high
power, beginning in California.  A gay judge sat at the right seat at the right time in
2006, and California’s highest rule set the foundation for the growing demise of
the Scouts, in the name of civil rights victory.  This so-called victory was a crown-
ing achievement that opened doors for different morality positions.  From Califor-
nia, stemmed all manner of open doors.

An example: since the 1930s, the city of seaside Berkeley, a community not of
sandy beaches, but one nestled in the San Francisco Bay with a marina amidst it’s
sprawling urbanization and a famous university noted for computer sciences, math,
biological sciences among its 14 colleges that require a 3.84 GPA, cool weather, is
a city named after an Irish bishop, George Berkeley.  Since the 1930s, the city had
been giving the Sea Scouts free berthing at it’s marina–until 2006, when the city’s
civic leaders reassured the world it was more a report of civic money expense  inter-
twined to the conduct of novel sexual idealogies and their expression.
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March of 2006, California’s high court made a decision to allow cities and gov-
ernment agencies to ban any group from receiving a public benefit if a group prac-
tices an anti-bias policy.  2006 saw the National Catholic Committee on Society,
the National Club Assn and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints vs 3
foundations of the American Civil Liberty Union, the Lawyers’ Communication for
Civil Rights, the gay community, the League of California Cities and California
Assn of Counties, and the Anti-Defamation League.  California Justice Kathryn M.
Werdegar upheld the decision by Berkeley to end the tradition of providing free
berthing of a city marina to the Sea Scouts.

Cities across California felt the new wave, and followed accordingly–dam the
Scout’s constitution, virtue and Scout Oath. Berkeley City Attorney Manuela Albu-
querque stated what occurred in Berkeley–the ending of the city’s marina to disad-
vantaged teens who used to pay $7 a year for Sea Scout activities, a group that was
ethnically diverse from poverty-stricken homes (as the high court actually stated)
ceased–is an important civil rights victory that is likely to have impact beyond
California.  She was right.

What once was a twinkling source of information, even before 2006, when in
1998 the Berkeley City Council had voted ending Scout activities, when a single
individual who believed in the Scout Oath took $500 out of his pocket in 1998 to
pay the monthly fee so that underprivileged Sea Scouts would not loose the berthing
rights of their vessel, a lot has since transpired and the Scouting movement has
suffered because of the labor of those who harden the hearts against God.

The social structure, family ties, natural settings, neighborhoods, customs, mo-
res in America are beset by a change beyond the words “liberal” or “conservative”
and “sexual orientation”, that is changing the fabric of American society.  That is
like seeing a new license which governs judicial matters, which in turn governs us
all since 2006, that is bent on showing a mentality and license to kill religion while
the new diversity grows and looms to the forefront, as those within the hidden
sexual orientation of a nonreligious minority smile with distinct pleasure.

We have travelled the time beyond the Age of Enlightenment, beyond 1790,
when George Washington expressed the idea, “As mankind becomes more liberal,
they will be more apt to allow, that all those who conduct themselves as worthy
members of the community are equally entitled to the protection of civil govern-
ment.  I hope to see America among the foremost nations in examples of justice and
liberty.”

We all wish to be tolerant and generous as befits free man and woman, but the
spirit of 1776 in 2022 is being exploited at the price of religion, God and also the
Scout Oath. The Scout movement has lost many trails of camping, adventure and
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learning to those defending the rights of no God and religion.
Will we say? once upon a time, Boy Scouts freely camped and learned how to be

a good Scout at a 60-acre camp in the Ocklawaha R. in Florida; and the attractive
riverfront property along the Manatee R., also in Florida, called Camp Flying Eagle;
and the beautiful 165-acre Scout camp on Washington’s State’s Hood Canal; and
the 253-acre camp of pristine woodland called the Deer Lake Scout Reservation in
Connecticut.

Yet, the hordes of lawyers and free-enterprising entrepreneurs inching to “maxi-
mize profits” with purchase offers on Scout properties and plans for development
are making it clear, they would like to have all lands belonging to the Scouts.

 Perhaps Camp Squanto and Camp Cachalot with its crystal clear water–home
to BSA souls since the 1940s–in Massachusetts will be planned for developments,
maneuvering into a future not of trails for Scouts but trails ranging from custom
off-road courses to private communities for the filthy rich.

As the world brimmed with entanglements of burning wildfires
in the Far West, inflation, a rise in the subvariant Covid, and some-
thing new and strange called monkeypox–detected in 77 countries
as of July 31, 2022–scouting activities and membership continued
to decline while promotion of the Gay life proceeded, all the while
programs of transgenders fill new chapters of powerful markets,
namely entering the world of Disney.  Gone is the Disney Channel,
and it’s accruements, like family entertainment and the Vault Dis-
ney.  In with the new.  Gone are the Disney’s World of Color, the
days of innocent stories with future stars like Selena Gomez, the old

and new Mickey Mouse Club.  Gone are the days of the early 2000s when Disney
began experimenting to an audience with shows like How To Build A Better Brother,
Upside Down Magic, Life is Ruff, or Stepsisters from Planet Weird.  Launched into the
world of Pixar, National Geographic, Marvel and Star Wars which is the mainstay
of Disney+ on cable (initially launched Nov. 2019) are the programs revealing to the
young the positiveness of being homosexual or lesbian or transgender.

Disney executives invested time and monies.  Airing in June of 2022 on Disney+

was Soul of a Nation, Presents Pride to be Seen, a documentary that as was described in
the information box: LGBTQ and Americans, activists, and celebrities redefine pride,
visibility, and liberation.  The expanse was not limited to one program.  You also
had Mack Wrestles (Mack Beggs struggles against the outside forces. Could it be reli-
gion and the Bible?) that stigmatize transgender athletes; Disney’s Becoming
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A Boy Scout, as far back as I can remember, promised to do their best, to help
others, and follow the values of the Scout Oath, promising to be loyal to honor God
and country.  Against a whispering ocean, social interaction whipped an uncharted
tsunami that not even the bravest scouts with the best compass could withstand.
And, it is coming to something worse, unless the principles of God returns.  Missing
upon a future--will be this unthinkable admonition--the world of humanity will
think of the Boy and Girl Scouts as something from the past...because in 30 years,
what they really stood for, will cease.

Those Scouts of the older generation do not see this, yet, or those that do, are
too feeble.  But, those in line with atheism have always felt a loathe for the Scouts
and their values and their Scout promises.

However, what if there is no principle of a God other than just as a token term?
Was it and is it okay to replace the 100-year old idea of holding God in high

esteem with something amorphous? with the simple “love function” of an atheist;
who think the principle of a God is phooey and non-existent--they are the ones har-
boring for changes.  Modern Scouts that do interact with people will still find mean-
ing in their “actions” nevertheless, those values of the Scout Oath are being taken
down with the charade that “Oh, the Boy Scouts are the same.”  Take away that
Oath, and they are not the same.  But, has it really been taken away?

People who seek sinister intentions will clandestinely smile as the old Guard of
Scouting do not see what is occurring right under their own noses.

Several passages from the Bible come to mind and are apropos, a conceptualization
made to order.

Scout leaders and Scouts of today, unfortunately, do not even realize what ex-
ists. It is more than an exercise on information.  It is an exercise bent more on
survival.  There exists an aura of confusion, a parlay of dissension that as the upper
ranks duke it out, the average Scout may scratch his/her head wondering what the
horizon in the future holds.  There are passages that concerns the struggle of what
the future holds for the Scouts. 1Corinthians 6:9-1   and Jude 7  although there
are others like Genesis  19:1-11, Kings 14:24,  Leviticus 18:22,  Romans,

1:18-32 and Timothy1: 8-10.

1Corinthians

“Or do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be

deceived: neither the sexually immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor men who have sex

with men, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers will inherit

the kingdom of God.”

14:24, 18:22,

19:1-11,

 6:9-10

 6:9-10

(docuseries which chronicles the origin stories of world-class entertainers, musi-
cians and athletes); National Geographic’s Gender Revolution, A Journey with (modera-
tor) Katie Couric (exploring questions about gender identity); Disney’s Howard; and
with eminent journalist in Turning the Tables with Robin Roberts (also exploring ques-
tions about gender identity but with those in Hollywood).  It is their freedom of choice,
but showcasing on Disney, which has always had an audience for the young?  Every pro-
LGBTQ show normally avoids any talk of God and the topic of the Bible as if it does not
exist.  It is in such a framework that the youth of today, scout or not, are being bom-
barded with on the airwaves.  This is not the nifty-fifties, 1966 or 1986 folks.  What we
are seeing is a one-dimensional viewpoint of progress fed to the young surrounded by a
secret ring that displays a penchant for the mortality of the Scout Oath.
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Four of the above are related to sexual sin in the Bible, as written by Saint Paul,
and unless they repent will be excluded from the kingdom of God.  So you think
Saint Paul wrote those words? so that in some 2,000 years in his future, they would
become listless words? and they would be corraled to words associated to “guilty of
harassment” as realized by the LGBT community?  In essence, the framework of
human rights in our time is making the words of St. Paul fruitless, as the measure
of male-bonding is inescapably being made to be tied to the progress of a sexual
journey, a hope the LGBT community equates as a “struggle for all.”

This conformity to this world view alters the words of Saint Paul and throws
them into a basket, that as it becomes heavier, so heavy, it becomes a burden to
society and is thrown off a cliff into the canyon of discarded references.  This rea-
soning is, little by little,  planted into the minds of younger Scouts.  Sexual sin, as
written by Saint Paul, and as it seems, will be forced to take a hike into the canyon of
the meaningless and the discarded, a path toward the path of listless-words-idea.  While
his words and teachings for reaching the kingdom of God are flown into oblivion, in
it’s place comes the fortitude of a new form of male-bondship.

In our modern society, private organizations and churches are loosing their
rights to determine their own criteria for leadership and ways of life, as homo-
sexual activities brand their presence and force people to violate their own reli-
gious beliefs.

The Scout Oath?  Morally right?  The core of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act?
The rights of free speech, free exercise of religion, freedom of conscience?  But,
male-bonding can exist without any sexual connection, however one must admit,
homosexuality is the male-bonding through the existence of male-sex, and within
this conscience, the bond is not outside the scope of sex. The scribe wrote pretty
careful descriptions as to what will happen: can’t inherit the kingdom of God (un-
less they are in the state of repentance.)

As the warnings and words of Saint Paul are forelorned, the words of columnist
Ann Coutler come into play, “Despite the growing consensus that Catholics causes
sodomy, an alternative view--adopted by the Boy Scouts–is that sodomites cause
sodomy....Perhaps, gay scout leaders just really like camping.  But, it was also pos-
sible that gay men who wanted to lead troops of adolescent boys into the woods
were up to no good.  For their politically incorrect risk-assessment technique, the
Boy Scouts were denounced as triglodyte bigots in all outlets of appropriate liberal
opinion.  Cities and states across the country dropped their support for the scouts.
The United Way, Chase Manhattan Bank, and Textron withdrew millions of dollars
in contributions.”  Yet, between 1971 and 1991, historically, more than 1,800 scout
volunteers had to be dismissed because of sexual activity.  (Steve Geissinger, “Scouts
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remove 1800 Scoutmasters for Suspected Abuse over Two decades,” Associated Press,
October 14, 1993.  See also Amici Curiae Public Advocate and others.  Dale vs. Boy
Scouts of America, 734 A.2nd 1196 (N.J. 1999) (No. 99-699).

This whole sexual-thing bit is something that normally does not concern the
young, but due to a persistent minority, it is being caste down into the ranks of
scouting, which a gleeful Satan wishes it were more.  So the Boy Scout Oath is all
about God and Country and then we have this written Biblical passage of words,
inspired by God, that point-blank tells you what happens to those male who prac-
tice sex with men.  What is that to a teenager?  Well, namely, a 15-year old Scout is still
not a man, although he is on his way, but, we see instances arising whereby a youth
is seeing convoluted ideas that are in conflict with the oath.  Should a youth dis-
card that Corinthian passage?  Should a Scout pretend everything about sex does
not exist, and why should a Scout worry about what adults do regarding sex?  But,
in reality, the teenagers of today will one day become adults.  Is accepting a morally
“straight” adult who does not believe in the concept of free love among males and
homosexuality fall in step with that Corinthian’s passage from above or should he/
she follow new outside opinions what the concept of gay life has to offer?

In this modern world, it seems everyone under the sun is constructing a new
millennia interpretation of how one is supposed to inherit the kingdom of God,
because after all, if the words from Corinthian above are not followed or are be-
lieved they are not worthy of following, because they go against the concept of
male-sex bondship and free will, the change destroys the honesty of the words of
God.

What’s the point if in the Bible the wrongdoers (or unrighteous as translated in
various Bibles)  are not to be seen as wrongdoers?  There is now something new: no
distinction between those who can and those who do not accept what it is to inherit
Heaven, the kingdom of God.  (Fall into step is the new rule, everybody is the
same.)  Do we have a new game?  The good and the bad are not to be seen as
different because there is no distinction anymore.

To change? To repent? That is a concept, an idea of good and bad strewn about,
and administered by the anti-gay forum because not everybody is the same.

Passages which the LGBT community hope you remember are about love, and
to just think about loving one another, and skip the parts of the Old Testament that
accuses Sodom of a range of sins: oppression, lying, adultery, arrogance, indiffer-
ence to the poor etc and no mention of homosexuality.  That way nothing seems to
go in conflict with the Oath of God and country.  Yet, there is one counterpoint to
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all that, and it appears in the New Testament, a passage from Jude 7.

Jude 7

“...just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding cities, which likewise indulged in

sexual immorality and pursued unnatural desire, [it] serve[s] as an example by undergoing a

punishment of eternal fire”

The above passage hopefully is to be forgotten–many hope, it is never even men-
tioned; just be apt to fall in step with the idea of homosexuality, a wish, namely
that homosexuality can pleasantly exist in the eyes of God, and the Corinthian and
other passages mean beans to nothing.

A violation of religious practices go beyond the attack on the Boy Scouts of
America.  The YMCA, the Big Brothers/Big Sisters, the Kentucky Baptist Home for
Children, the United Way and Salvation Army chapters, among many others, are
also being forced to the advocacy of pro-LGBT and North American Man-Boy Love
Association opinion and interest.

Moreover, the new Scout component to this is forming a new concept, to treat
the concept that men who like to have sex with men is so totally acceptable by God
the creator that they will inherit the kingdom of God, hands down.  The derivative
component to this is a new set of rules, that a segment of society is made to force its
will upon the other group, in a way that never traversed the history of scouting
before.

All this is a growing detachment to the words of the Bible, such as disregarding
the passages of Corinthians above.  By hook and crook.

Needless to say, it is against the basic principles of every old-time Scout that
ever lived, with a new, sneaky algorithm, namely that God can be diminished.  The
Mormons, one branch of Scouting, saw the public scale with unmerciful fortitude,
and have broken off from the main component of camping adventures under the
stars.

The Boy Scouts of America had a large branch of the organization torn off, and
it hurts. The human contact, a brotherhood among nations, with God, is being torn
away from the pages of the Bible which speak of the passages of the evilness of
homosexuality.  A concept of free will has taken hold. On display is the alarming
dissension created by the acceptance of Gay constituents of liberty.  In the hallways
of time, confusion among Scouts reigns.  The tune of what is justice is played to the
hilt, with the Catholic Church, Mormon Church and Southern Baptists pitted against
the Metropolitan Community Church, the Episcopal Church, the National Jewish
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The Pope himself issued a stance as recently as March 2021 that the Catholic
Church cannot bless same-sex unions, courtesy of Inquirer.net.  82% of Catholics in
America say they view Pope Francis favorably, while six-in-ten U.S. adults see him
favorably, according to the Pew Research Center if you are into statistics; source
1/2018 and 3/2021. Needless to state, the rulings point out an astronomical concept
(courtesy of France 24 and EWTN) that counters to the advance of Gay rights over
Christianity--which has seemed to proceed with impunity over the past years.  God
has never blessed same-sex couples; it is a new forced-upon concept.

A stark reality, to keep in mind, is that the theme of love is being bombarded on
the Scouts but, not in the manner God wants it.  That is the counterrevolution
society is facing today, and not just the scouting world.  The milestone of disrup-
tion was heightened a few years before the advent of the menacing pandemic of
2020 and it is no opinion, the numbers of scouting membership continue to paral-
lel the disruption.  Lord Baden-Powell always spoke of protection for the Boy Scouts,
and dare one say it, child molestation has even crept onto the scene.  A segment of
people who have a forlorn for the principles of the Bible and God’s word are win-
ning, and in the contest of survival, the numbers speak for themselves.  Fifty years
ago, in 1971, the Boy Scouts of America once totaled 6.4 million.  A mere 22 years
ago, the Boy Scouts of America totaled 6.2 million. Before the pandemic, in 2019,
it fell a tat below 2 million.  And, pray tell what are the numbers today?

Below 1 million and shrinking.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FBw0gdX69o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOTok2CKQT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTBQIUVy0Gw



